2 was synthesized from a stoichiometric mixture of EuN, BN and Eu metal in a sealed niobium ampule at 1475 Κ (2h), followed by annealing at 1273 Κ (12h) and rapid cooling to room temperature. [2, 3] , the Ca and Sr compounds (space group Irriim) contain vacancies either in the 2a site (Ca) or in the 8c site (Sr). Eu3[BN2]2 crystallizes in the cubic primitive space group PmSm. By lowering the symmetry, the 2a site of the space groupIm3m splits into two sites: la (Eu2A) and lb (Eu2B). The structure refinement shows that there is a preference for the la site. As a consequence, the surrounding Eu(l) atoms are shifted toward the less populated lb site. To maintain the electroneutrality, it was assumed that the 8g Eu(l) site has 2.5% vacancies (reset). Other samples of same composition might show a different vacancy distribution depending on the heat-treatment. The large displacement parameter for Eu2B is a result of the high quantity of vacancies (•) Since the Eu2B site is only 20% occupied, the end-on coordination around N2-B2-N2 remains incomplete. Due to the relaxation of the Eul atoms toward the almost empty Eu2B site, the [Eul] 8 cube around N1-B1-N1 is expanded and that of N2-B2-N2 is contracted: d(Nl-Eul) = 2.860(4) A, d(N2-Eul) = 2.659(5) A. This affects the inner anions and might be the reason for the differences in their displacement parameters. In a recent study [4] , it is reported that Sr3[BN2]2 also crystallizes in the space group Pm3m.
Source of material Eu3[BN2]2 was synthesized from a stoichiometric mixture of EuN, BN and Eu metal in a sealed niobium ampule at 1475 Κ (2h), followed by annealing at 1273 Κ (12h) and rapid cooling to room temperature. [2, 3] , the Ca and Sr compounds (space group Irriim) contain vacancies either in the 2a site (Ca) or in the 8c site (Sr). Eu3[BN2]2 crystallizes in the cubic primitive space group PmSm. By lowering the symmetry, the 2a site of the space groupIm3m splits into two sites: la (Eu2A) and lb (Eu2B). The structure refinement shows that there is a preference for the la site. As a consequence, the surrounding Eu(l) atoms are shifted toward the less populated lb site. To maintain the electroneutrality, it was assumed that the 8g Eu(l) site has 2.5% vacancies (reset). Other samples of same composition might show a different vacancy distribution depending on the heat-treatment. The large displacement parameter for Eu2B is a result of the high quantity of vacancies (•) in this position. (5) A. This affects the inner anions and might be the reason for the differences in their displacement parameters. In a recent study [4] , it is reported that Sr3[BN2]2 also crystallizes in the space group Pm3m. 
Discussion

